How Does EdGate Save You Time
and Money?
EdGate helps education companies save countless hours and personnel costs, streamlining the alignment
and content enrichment process to help every client successfully market and sell their content assets.

Are you struggling to monitor changes
and edits made to learning standards?

Is your staff aligning your content to
standards on a state-by-state basis?

EdGate monitors all learning standards so
that you don’t have to. We capture updates
and provide that information to our clients
via our API or weekly data feed.

You don’t have to! EdGate uses a patented
global approach, making it possible to tag
content once and map to all applicable
standards across all states and countries.

Want to save money and do your
alignments using the same technology
EdGate uses?

Are you forced to re-align your content
when states modify their standards?

We’ll train your team to use our ExACT
alignment tool. ExACT alignments can be
fully integrated into your system and are
yours to keep forever.

Do you have content that is already
aligned to one state, but want to use
that data to map to other states?
EdGate can automatically crosswalk/map
your existing alignments to additional
states, countries and standard sets.

Looking for a completely hands-off
correlation process using AI?
Using our ExACT AutoAlign tool, alignments
are completed in a fraction of the time,
mapping to millions of machine readable
standards, including to the IMS Global CASE
identifiers.

Contact Us

No need to re-align content each time a state
updates standards. Alignments are maintained
by EdGate so when standards update, updates
are automatically reflected in the alignment
data.

Are you storing your alignments in
countless spreadsheets?
EdGate’s ExACT Alignment Platform provides
a central location to store all of your metadata
and allows for dynamic searching, filtering and
alignment of content to standards.

Do you have great videos or podcasts, but
they are not used because there are no
keywords to find them?
EdGate uses Automatic Keyword creation to
make video and podcast content discoverable
and classroom-ready or for sorting content
into categories.
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